I, the undersigned, hereby certify that this plat is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and shows all the information required by law and regulations issued and prescribed by the Department of Environmental Protection.

P.S. 708

SWN PRODUCTION COMPANY, LLC
"BONNETTE MSH 6H" SURFACE HOLE
ELEV. 1,427.6'

Minimum Degree of Accuracy: 1/200
Proven Source of Grade GPS Elevation (NAD 83, US FT)
API Well #: 47
WVD/EP
WVDEP
OFICE OF OIL & GAS
601 57TH STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25304

WELL TYPE: OIL
WAST Disposal: PRODUCTION X DEEP GAS
WATER Injection: SHALLOW
ELEVATION: 1,427.6'
DISTRICT: MEADE
COUNTY: MARSHALL
WATERFALL: WHITESTONE CREEK OF UPPER OHIO RIVER 2
SURFACE OWNER: ROBERT WILLIAM BONNETTE ET UX
OIL & GAS OWNER: ANDREW STEIN
DRILL: DRILL DEEPER
REDRILL: FRACTURE OR STIMULATE
PLUG OFF OR REFORMATION
PERFORATE NEW FORMATION
CONVERT: PLUG & ABANDON
CLEAN OUT & REPLUG
OTHER CHANGE X SPECIFY  AS REQUIRED
TARGET FORMATION: MARCELUS
ESTIMATED DEPTH: 7,183' TVD 11,559' TVD

WELL OPERATOR: SWN PRODUCTION COMPANY, LLC
DESIGNATED AGENT: DEE SOUTHLAND
ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 1300
CITY: JANE LEX
STATE: WV
ZIP CODE: 26378

PROPERTY NUMBER 2011140001
PAID: 3001155555

DATE: 06-18-2015
SCALE: 1" = 2000'